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• 	 UNIVtSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

IJCRL 2012 

Course in the Theory and 
Design of Particle Accelerators 

LECTURE I 
November 5, 1952 

W. N. Brobeck 
(Notes by R. Avery, A. Bermingham) 

INTRODUCT ION TO COURSE 

This course will cover the mechanical engineering design aspects of 
particle accelerators. The subjects to be covered are: 

Beam Dynamics 

High Voltage Supplies 

Magnet Design 

R.F. Systems 

Vacuum Systems 

Controls and Instrtmients 

/ 	 Shielding 

	

L—t A 	RYNAMIC§ 

Generally 3peRktng, the mechanical parts of particle accelerators do 
not move, the rotary condenser of the 184" cyclotron being an example of exception. 
Atiio particles may be considered the moving parts of accelerators. Pistons, 
the, moving parts of an autnobile engine, are held in confined paths by cylinder 
walls, while atcm.tc particles are held in their path by what may be considered 
hypothetical springs which are actually electrical or magnetic fields. The 
shape of the8e fields among other factors determines the path of the particle. 
The general word for the restraint of particles to the desired location is 
called focusing or stability. 

The mechanical engineer is concerned with the mechanical design of 
maCh,a whee output is electrical., i.e., the partià].e beam. The design of 

• ordinary machinery is not concerned with, the increase in mass of bodies as ox-
pl*ined by The Theory of Ealativity. However, paxtiOle accelerator design must 
take into aócount the increase of mass with velocity, and the functioning of 
accelerators is the obvious proof of Eintein's theory. 

......... ........... 
? 	 . 
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BASIC PRINCIPLES  Qj ACCELFLAT0RS 

The following principles are con to almost all particle accel- 
erators. 

ELECTRIC F]EL]). - In electric fields, a charged particle is accel-
erated in the direction of the field gradient with a force proportional to the 
product of the voltage gradient and the charge0 

}4J GNETIC FIEi. - In magnetic fields, a charged particle is accel-
erated at right angles to the direction of its motion and at right angles to the 
direction of the magnetic field. The force on the particle is proportional to 
the product of its charge, its velocity and the cciuponent of field perpendicular 
to the direction of motion. Note that this is the same effect that occurs to the 
current—carrying wires in the magnetic field of a motor or dynamo. 

C}LAJ. - In order to be accelerated by machines, particles must carry 
an electric charge. A charge may be considered as a handle - scething by which 
to grasp particles. Neutral particles can only be accelerated indirectly, for 
example the acceleration of a charged ion that contains neutrons or the accel-
eration of a target neutron due to the collision of a high energy particle with 
the target. 

FOCUSING AND STAILITI. - In order for a particle to stay in the path 
necessary for controlled acceleration, it must be stabilized or focused. Lateral 
focusing or stability pertains to concentrating the basin into a small cross-
section. If the path of the beam is short enough, lateral focusing may not be 
required. 

Another attribute of stabilization is phase stability or focusing. In 
equimient which depends upon rapidly changing polarity used many times in 
succession to build up high energy, the particles must be at the right place at 
the right time or they will 0 see" fields of the wrong polarity and instead of 
being attracted will be repelled with a loss rather than gain of energy. There 
must be, therefore, a tendency to pull the particle into phase with the accel-
erating voltage. Here again if the path of the beam is short, it may be out of 
the machine before getting out of phase. 

S0UCE. - The source of a particle depends upon its nature. Electrons. 

may be emitted from a filament heated cathode, while heavier particles may be made 
to originate inside or outside of a machine in the foin of ions. 

VACUUM. - A high vacuum is neoe3ary in order to obtain high energy 
particles. If there were many gas molecules in the tank in 'which particles are 
beii*g accelerated, there would be collisions causing the particles to be stopped 
or to fall out of focus or phase. 

ZAAMV - The product of accelerators, the beam, is used to bctnbard 
rioun targets nd the effects of this biabardxnent are analyzed in various vays 

•.g., visual, biological, zoological, chemical, *iysica1, and electronic. This 

ii not of importance to mechanical engineers and will not be discussed further 

eince'an eggbeater designer does not need to biow much about cooking.' 
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LZJ..0 9 IACLL? 24 U c2v1p 
me following types of machines will be considered in discussing be 

yamice. 

1.. Statitron 
2, Linear Accelerators 

Cyclotron 
Betatron 

5 • SynoIrotron 
6• )4iorotron 

First we will take a look at these machinea frcsn a qualitative viewpoint 
and see the inportant distinguishing features of each typee After this we will 

take a more detailed lock at the beam dynamics of each machine. 

TAT ITON 

The term Statitro&', although not widely used, inclu4eà machines that 
use a single high voltage accelerating stage • The Van do Graff and Cocia'oft-
Walton machines are example8. Statitrons were the first machines that accelerated 
particles to high enough energies to obtain artificial disintegration. The high 
voltages are obtained by an electrostatic machine in the Van do Graft and by a 
voltage multiplier in the Cockroft—Waltofl. 

High Voltage Supply 

Source '••1.- - 	 - 	 - 

Vacuum 

Pump 	( 	 Diaphragms or Rings 	 Chamber 

FIGURE 1-1 
ELE!TS OF A STATITRON 

Figure 1-1 is a diagram of a statitron. It ôonsiata essentiAlly of a 
vaelmn chamber with oppositely charged electrodes at each end. Charged particles 
are introduced at one electrode by means of a source • The voltage gradient 
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btvesu:a1mtrodes canaan the acceleration. 	'or'der to proide.iproved.r*ei.tanei 
to *z'cing' (and alao provide lateral focusing), diaphrans or rings are plaóid a1cig IPA 

the side walls. (NOTes A i*l gap can 4thetand a higher voltage gradient than 
a large gap). A uniform voltage gradient between tatt

t?.12do
obtained by

aaU leakage currents flowing frcat one diaran 	leakage current 
oan'b provided by renintors connected betweefl diaparaie,(ae in7igur. 1..1) or by 
aor~abi diàchirge. Moat atatitrona' ovór 500,000 volta are óncaea - in  a preàenriasd 
chambe'i eontaiMng nitrogen and freàn in order to improve resistance to arcing. 

FOCUSING ja THE RTA lTBJ. • IMeral (radial) focusing, i.e., conoentrating 
the beam toward the oenterliuie, is obtained in the statitron by meane of a Iienenon 
biovn as velocity focusing. To understand velocity focusing let us take a look at a 
aection of the itatitron between two diapbrana (Ref. Figure 1-2). The electric 
field linen are apprerrlmRtely as shown. An mentioned previously, the force due to 

Diaphragms 

Field Line 8 

Ulm 

FIGURE 1-2 
VELOCITY FOCUSING IN A STATITRON 

an electric field acting on a charged particle is directed along the field lines. 
Consider a charged particle starting at A and travelling to the right. While tra-

'veiling frcai section A to section B. an inward directed (focusing) force is exerted 
on the particle and while tralFe]ling  frxi section B to aeotion C, an outward direc- 

• ted (defocusing) force, approximately equal to the focusing force, is exerted on 
the particle. However, there is a net focusing force on the particle while travel-
ling frcm section A to section C due to the fact that the particle is accelerating 
and spends more time in the focusing region than in the defocusing region.. This net 
foôusing effect could also be explained by considerations of mcztentun.. If soue of 
the particles at section A have outward directed velocities, the net velocity focus-
ing effect may not be sufficient to cause focusing. 



qóncj' (LPJ altnati 	tage are used for aaói1iat1c. Piguró l-jihocmthó: 
current and electric field conditions for the four stages of the R.F, cycle. 
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FIGURE 1-3 
FOUR STAGES OF R .F • CYCLE IN LINAC 
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The condition shown' at (b) is the only condition that will cause aece1eraa. 
tics of positively charged particles. The beam must be protected frx the action of 
th dI.rse electric field ehmvn at (d). This is acoc*np3.ished by means of drift 

in which the beam may coast durfug periodà t aerse fieldà. The drift 
becane longer as the ve.loàity increases so tha1t the paxtiolOa spend the né timé.i* 
each drift tube. These are shown diagrsinaticaUy in ftgure 1-4. The particlea a] 
in the gap between drift tubes only when the electric field is favorable far acce34, 
tio. More detailed explanation of beam dynamics in the linear accelerator will 
given later in the course. 

Drift Tubes 

FIGURE 1-4 
DRIFT TUBES IN LINAC 




